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Think you know Spanish? Think again! The moment you land in Nicaragua you will be
bombarded with words, phrases, and sayings typical of the country's creative-minded
inhabitants. What does it all mean? Come with us on a thrilling adventure through 200 of the
most common expressions. And learn some history and culture on the way! We don't teach you
Spanish; we teach you how to make your Spanish more Nicaraguan!
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Moraima,With all my loveAcknowledgementsA WORK of this sort can never be accomplished
without the help of many contributors. I would like to thank Marco and Alicia Casillas for the
office space provided me during the preparation of this volume; Jason Provchy, Paul and Jenny
Qualls, and Phil and Luisa Robleto, all for your valuable feedback and corrections; Jorge García
and Eleazar Amorrety for clearing up details about some of Nicaragua’s most beautiful
traditional sayings; and the people of Nicaragua, for their painstaking patience with all of us
foreigners who have learned your most lyrical and creative version of Spanish one explanation at
a time.IntroductionWHEN I first visited Nicaragua back in 1994, I was already fluent in Spanish. I
had been in an educational work among the Hispanic community for almost ten years and felt
proficient both in speaking and writing. But when landing in Nicaragua, I sensed at once that my



education was lacking.Within a short time, I was bombarded with words, phrases, and sayings
that left me wondering: “What language do they speak here?” The fact of the matter was, I wasn’t
bothered by it in the least. It was fascinating to explore this very creative linguistic
mixture.Nicaraguans are a very down to earth people and they unabashedly invent new words
and phrases with a penchant, many based on the most vivid of metaphors. Unbound to
dictionaries and grammar books, Nicaraguan Spanish is a language of the people, invented by
the people and for the people. In them we find jingles and rhymes, a bit of English, a smattering
of Nahuatl, references to history, and a sense of family. Resilience and optimism reign supreme.
They are a people who have learned to laugh so as not to cry, and they are all the stronger for
it.Are you thinking of visiting Nicaragua in the near future or are you living there now? Do you
have family there or from there? Or are you just a language buff? Whatever the case, we urge
you: Join the linguistic party! Instead of stubbornly holding on to stale textbook Spanish or some
computer-generated phrasebook, have an open mind! Embrace those new but yet unfamiliar
words and phrases! The more local words, phrases, and sayings you begin to use in your daily
vocabulary, the more you will fit in.The goal of the GringoGuide200 series of books is to help you
learn the peculiarities of country-specific Spanish. Imitating regional speech in this way dignifies
the locals. And even though to them you are the foreigner, some may well come to regard you as
one of the family. Your efforts will definitely be rewarded —many times over!One size does not fit
allUndeniably, there is an avalanche of information available on the Spanish language and its
grammar. And there’s no shortage of phrasebooks. However, the majority of such volumes are
exceedingly generic. They exude a one-size-fits-all mentality. Consider some examples:The
generic word for turkey is pavo. For Mexicans, though, the term is guajolote. In Nicaragua, the
bird is called a chompipe. In Guatemala and El Salvador they say chumpe.In these instances,
the generic word is understood. But use the local word and you’ll get an extra portion. Not
surprisingly, many words that have to do with fruits, vegetables, and meats are very country-
specific. The generic word for orange is naranja, but to Puerto Ricans, it’s a china. In most
places a papaya is a papaya. But not in Cuba, where papaya is a vulgarity. There the correct
term is fruta bomba.That’s where the GringoGuide200 series comes in. In this volume, we don’t
teach you Spanish; we teach you to make your Spanish more Nicaraguan, to speak like a native.
How? We have made an effort to identify 200 words and phrases that are endemic to the
country. We cannot dogmatically state that they are only used in Nicaragua. Words are not
stopped by borders, as if they had need of a passport. Nevertheless, as a group they are like a
fingerprint that unequivocally identifies the Spanish from the land of lakes and volcanoes. For
any Nicaraguan who finds himself far from his native land, these words will be music to his
hears.Why 200?Check out term #191. There you will find the phrase El que mucho abarca, poco
aprieta. It literally means: He who tries to encompass a lot, squeezes a little. The idea is that we
shouldn’t spread ourselves too thin. And that’s precisely why 200 words and phrases learned
well are far better than an encyclopedia of terms of which we barely scratch the surface.There is
another consideration as well. My mother tongue is English and I have perused many books on



English words and sayings. And you know what? A large portion of those words and sayings I
have never heard in my entire lifetime! Never! The same happens with native Spanish
phrasebooks; some are virtual encyclopedias of data. But how do you know if that phrase was
known and used by 100 people or a 100,000? GringoGuide200 saves you the time by sorting
that out for you. We are handing it to you on a plate, to practice and to enjoy.How to use this
bookNicaraguan Spanish: Speak like a Native! is divided into 16 sections. Don’t feel you have to
start at the beginning. Check out the table of contents and dive into the section that most
interests you. Others read just one entry a day and then try to practice that new word or phrase
at some point during the day. That way you own it.Only one or two words or phrases appear on
each page. This will help your focus. For many of the entries a literal meaning is provided. This
often sounds unnatural in English, but can be an aid to memory. Furthermore, where the
headings “In a nutshell” appear, explanations are given to help you understand the origin behind
many of the popular sayings that make Nicaraguan Spanish such a delight to listen to.
Sometimes tips are given as to when using that phrase would be appropriate. Just a few
pronunciations are provided for words that may initially throw foreigners for a loop.In the main
text, Nicaraguan words and phrases appear in bold type. Shortly thereafter the translation of the
phrase will appear in italics. Most terms have samples of their use in actual speech. In many
cases, the words were ripped right from the headlines or newspaper articles that have appeared
in the Nicaraguan press. GringoGuide200 merely collects these quotes and they do not
represent the opinion of the author.Having understood this, ¡Aproveche Macario, esto no es
diario! Dive in and enjoy!

Section 1A Conversation PieceDon’t be shy! Break the ice! Check out #1-25 and you will be on
your way to speaking like a Nicaraguan!Al mejor monose le cae el zapote.Literal meaning: Even
the bestmonkey sometimes drops the sapodilla.In a nutshell: The sapodilla, locally known as the
zapote, is a large, sweet fruit. Monkeys love them. But even an able-handed primate has been
known to drop one from time to time. Hence, this is the equivalent of Nobody’s perfect.“Este
desacierto pone en evidencia que al mejor mono se le cae el zapote, que somos humanos y nos
equivocamos.” Translation: “This miscalculation makes it clear that nobody’s perfect. We are
humans and we make mistakes.”Aproveche Macario,esto no es diario.Literal meaning: Take
advantage Macario,this isn’t every day.In a nutshell: Try this: the next time you offer food to
someone and you notice that they are reluctant to accept, rifle off this hearty saying. It’s similar to
Strike while the iron’s hot or This offer ends today. Since it rhymes in Spanish, you’ll bring a smile
to your friend’s face. It is especially used when encouraging someone to take advantage of a
bargain. In Guatemala some people say: Aproveche Matías, esto no es de todos los días. Same
idea.brizarto drizzleAs an English speaker, when you hear the word breeze you think of a
pleasant gust of wind. But don’t think this word is related. For a local it means, It’s drizzling. In
most Latin countries they would say está lloviznando.chagüite(pronounced chah-WEE-tay)the
plaintain plant“Pasáme esa hoja de chagüite.” Translation: “Hand me that plaintain leaf.” (Did you



notice that strange verb conjugation pasáme? That’s the vos form. Unfamiliar with it? Check out
vos here. On the other hand, figuratively it means a speech of some kind, a lecture, or a sermon.
“Hoy nuestro profesor nos dio el mismo chagüite de siempre.” Translation: “Today our teacher
gave us the same old lecture.”“Bueno,” dijo la mula al freno,“entre más grande, más
bueno.”Literal meaning: “Well,” said the mule to the bit,“the bigger, the better.”In a nutshell: Pity
the poor mule! She must carry her heavy load day by day and is guided to wherever her master
desires by means of a steel bit in her mouth. If that bit is small, it will cut into her mouth and
create a nasty sore! So, the bigger, the better. A larger bit is more comfortable.This nonsensical
rhyme is used during conversation after someone has finished a sentence with the word bueno.
It is similar to when in English someone says “Well...” and the other person responds: “That’s a
deep subject.”cara o solLiteral meaning: face or sunIn a nutshell: Many years ago the
Nicaraguan córdoba coin had the face of Francisco Hernández de Córdoba on the front and the
sun on the back. (See photo, back cover.) To make a decision of little importance, then, a coin
was flipped and the interested party had to call face or sun. It is the Nicaraguan version of heads
or tails.chapaan earringThis local term varies from the genericSpanish arete. “¡Qué bonitas tus
chapas! Translation: “I love your earrings!”chunchethingamagigIf you only learn one word from
this entire volume, learn this one! It means that whatchamacallit, or thing. It is an awesome word
because it can rescue you from those awkward moments when you can’t think of the specific
word for a particular object. Imagine, for example, that you want your Nicaraguan friend to pass
you the remote control to the TV, but you have no idea of how to say remote control in Spanish.
Just say: “Pasáme ese chunche.” Translation: “Pass me that thingamagig.”pucker when you point!
For a really authentic experience, press your lips together like you are going to pucker to kiss
someone and use those luscious pointers of yours to signal the general direction of the object
you are talking about. If you can master that technique, you have definitely gotten your
investment out of this book and have become a bona fide Nicaraguan!cuecho
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idea.brizarto drizzleAs an English speaker, when you hear the word breeze you think of a
pleasant gust of wind. But don’t think this word is related. For a local it means, It’s drizzling. In
most Latin countries they would say está lloviznando.chagüite(pronounced chah-WEE-tay)the
plaintain plant“Pasáme esa hoja de chagüite.” Translation: “Hand me that plaintain leaf.” (Did you
notice that strange verb conjugation pasáme? That’s the vos form. Unfamiliar with it? Check out
vos here. On the other hand, figuratively it means a speech of some kind, a lecture, or a sermon.
“Hoy nuestro profesor nos dio el mismo chagüite de siempre.” Translation: “Today our teacher
gave us the same old lecture.”“Bueno,” dijo la mula al freno,“entre más grande, más
bueno.”Literal meaning: “Well,” said the mule to the bit,“the bigger, the better.”In a nutshell: Pity
the poor mule! She must carry her heavy load day by day and is guided to wherever her master
desires by means of a steel bit in her mouth. If that bit is small, it will cut into her mouth and
create a nasty sore! So, the bigger, the better. A larger bit is more comfortable.This nonsensical
rhyme is used during conversation after someone has finished a sentence with the word bueno.
It is similar to when in English someone says “Well...” and the other person responds: “That’s a
deep subject.”cara o solLiteral meaning: face or sunIn a nutshell: Many years ago the
Nicaraguan córdoba coin had the face of Francisco Hernández de Córdoba on the front and the
sun on the back. (See photo, back cover.) To make a decision of little importance, then, a coin
was flipped and the interested party had to call face or sun. It is the Nicaraguan version of heads
or tails.chapaan earringThis local term varies from the genericSpanish arete. “¡Qué bonitas tus
chapas! Translation: “I love your earrings!”chunchethingamagigIf you only learn one word from
this entire volume, learn this one! It means that whatchamacallit, or thing. It is an awesome word
because it can rescue you from those awkward moments when you can’t think of the specific
word for a particular object. Imagine, for example, that you want your Nicaraguan friend to pass
you the remote control to the TV, but you have no idea of how to say remote control in Spanish.
Just say: “Pasáme ese chunche.” Translation: “Pass me that thingamagig.”pucker when you point!
For a really authentic experience, press your lips together like you are going to pucker to kiss
someone and use those luscious pointers of yours to signal the general direction of the object
you are talking about. If you can master that technique, you have definitely gotten your
investment out of this book and have become a bona fide Nicaraguan!cuechoThis Nahuatl-
based word originally meant “something ground.” In time, it figuratively came to mean gossip,
similar to the idiom chewing the fat in English. Try this: if you see two locals talking to each
another, walk by and say with a smile: “¡Eso es puro cuecho!” That’s like saying: “I know what
you two are gossiping about!” You’ll be on your way to becoming 100% pinolero. (If you don’t
know what that means, see pinolero.)Gertie the GossipCarlos Mejía Godoy, Nicaraguan folk
singer, has one song about a certain Tula Cuecho. Tula is the nickname for women named
Gertrudes, so Tula Cuecho is Trudy the Gossip. Part of the lyrics go like this: “Tan larga es la
lengua de la Tula Cuecho, que cuando la saca y la desempaca, le llega hasta el pecho.”
Translation: “So long is the tongue of the Gertie the Gossip, that when she takes it out and
unpacks it, it stretches down to her bosom.” That’s one long tongue! Yikes!de un soloLiteral



meaning: at onceIn a nutshell: In most countries you would probably have to say de una sola vez
to express this idea. “Me pagaron mi salario del mes de un solo.” Translation: “They paid my
salary for the month all at once.”de viajeLiteral meaning: to be on a trip,to be travelingIn a
nutshell: While this phrase can be used in the typical sense when someone is traveling, more
often than not it is employed to mean completely, totally. For example, “Él se volvió loco de viaje.”
Translation: “He went completely crazy.”en una solaLiteral meaning: in oneIn a nutshell: This
refers to a unique action carried out in a particular moment and serves as an intensifier.“Estaban
en una sola platicadera.” Translation: “They were really talking up a storm.” “Chepito y su novia
estaban en una sola.” Translation: “Chepito and his girlfriend were making out like nobody’s
business.” In this last case, the context suggests the meaning.entre camagua y eloteLiteral
meaning: Between a tendercorn shoot and the cob.In a nutshell: When corn is neither tender nor
completely ripe, it is in this stage. So the intended meaning is to be doubtful or unsure about
something.By extension, some use it as a substitute for so so.“¿Cómo estás?”“Entre camagua y
elote.”Translation: “How are you?”“So, so.”hacer un voladoLiteral meaning: to do a flyoverIn a
nutshell: To do a favor. If someone says to you: Hacéme un volado, they will then specify what
they want you to do for them: lend them money, run an errand, or buy them something to eat.
Hmm, by the way, could you do me a favor?...No hay fallaLiteral meaning: There is no defect.In a
nutshell: This is a very Nicaraguan way of saying No problem. You accidentally step on
someone’s toes and, horrified, say: “¡Ay! Lo siento” (Oh, I’m so sorry!). And the offended
responds with: “No hay falla.” Translation: “Don’t worry about it.”llover sapos y culebrasLiteral
meaning: to raintoads and serpentsIn a nutshell: Many foreign students of English are taken
aback when they first hear our very colorful metaphor, “It’s raining cats and dogs.” You can’t
literally say this in Spanish, because it won’t make sense. However, in Nicaragua, you have this
reptilian option.“Tuvimos que correr rápido al bus, porque estaba lloviendo sapos y culebras.”
Translation: “We had to run quickly to the bus, because it was raining cats and dogs.”meter la
cucharaLiteral meaning: to stick the spoon inIn a nutshell: They say that too many cooks in the
kitchen spoil the soup. While you are cooking, do you really want someone else sticking their
spoon in to stir the pot? This popular idiom means to enter a conversationwithout being
invited.“Cuando estoy hablando con mis amigos en casa, mi mamá siempre trata de meter la
cuchara.” Translation: “When I’m talking with my friends at home, my mom always tries to butt
in.”¿oíste?Literal meaning: Did you hear?In a nutshell: The first time I visitedNicaragua, it struck
me as odd that in daily conversation a good number of sentences ended with ¿oíste?, that is, did
you hear? I remember thinking to myself: “Of course I heard. Why do people keep asking me if I
heard? Do they think I am hearing impaired?” In time, though, I realized they really meant
“OK?”For example, a mother tells her son: “Acordáte de comprar las tortillas, ¿oíste?”. She is
merely saying: “Remember to buy the tortillas, OK?”.Otro gallo cantará.Literal meaning:
Anotherrooster will crow.In a nutshell: In Nicaragua there’s no law against having farm animals
even in major cities. So don’t be surprised at 5 a.m. if you are startled out of bed with a hair-
raising cock-a-doodle-do! Hearing the rooster’s crow is definitely commonplace. But when



someone says: Otro gallo cantará, they mean: That’s another story.In a story about the U.S.
elections, a journalist wrote: “Si los republicanos ganan la elección de noviembre próximo, otro
gallo cantará.” Translation: “If the Republicans win the election this coming November, things are
going to be different.”peperepé, paparapáIn a nutshell: This is the equivalent of blah, blah, blah
with emphasis on the blah! Or maybe for you it’s yadda, yadda, yadda. It usually comes after a
long list of things that someone begrudgingly has to do.For example, “Me dijo que tuvo que ir al
banco, luego a la policía, después ir a sacar fotocopias, peperepé, paparapá.” Translation: “He
told me he had to go to the bank, then to the police station, make photocopies, yadda, yadda,
yadda.”queditoThis term is derived from the verb quedarse, which means to stay. But as an
adjective it has come to mean tranquil, still, or silent.“Cuando el perro estaba ladre y ladre, le
regañaron, y se quedó quedito.” Translation: “When the dog was barking up a storm, they
chewed him out, and he calmed down.”The word can also be applied to humans. “Yo ya había
rezado quedito, yo sola para mí no más, sin que nadie me oyera.” Translation: “I had already
prayed silently, just to myself, without anyone hearing me.”Si no es Juana, es Chana.Literal
meaning: If it’s not Juana, it’s Chana.In a nutshell: This is the equivalent of: If it’s not one thing,
it’s another. “Cuando Roberta escuchó que había llegado la factura de la luz, gimió: Si no es
Juana, es Chana.” Translation: “When Roberta heard that the light bill had come, she groaned: If
it’s not one thing, it’s another.” For extra credit, add this twist: Y si no es la Chana, es su
hermana.The MarthaA curious feature of Nicaraguan Spanish is the custom of placing a definite
article in front of female names. ¿Dónde está la Marta? Translation: Where is Martha? With male
names, no definite article is used.Te fuiste tiste,y ni adiós dijiste.Literal meaning: You left, tiste,
and you didn’t even say goodbye. (Boy, does that sound corny!)In a nutshell: Tiste is a drink of
cooked corn, but this silly rhyme is used to punctualize an event of small importance. For
example, a photographer may say these words to a group after he has snapped their picture.
(See also Muerta la lora y que nadie la llore.)¡Va pues!Literal meaning: Go then!The universal
term for agreement.Person A: “Nos vemos mañanaa las cuatro de la tarde.”Person B: “¡Va
pues!”Translation:Person A: “We’ll see you tomorrowat four in the afternoon.”Person B: “OK.”For
extra credit, don’tpronounce the final s,“¡Va pue...!”va pue...In everyday speech Nicaraguans
typically cut off the final s of this expression and many others. You are likely to hear rice and
beans spoken as arro’ y frijole. A mother who fears her child is going to miss the bus may shout:
“Apúrate vo’. Va’ a perder el bu’.”vosyou (familiar form)If you learned Spanish in high school or
college, in all likelihood you were never taught about vos. This is a local substitution for tú, but it
has so much more personality! Vos is the pronoun for you, but it is only used among close
friends. You can definitely feel free to utilize it when talking to children.
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Michael, “Amazing book! I used to live in Nicaragua (and .... Amazing book! I used to live in
Nicaragua (and had a beautiful Nicaraguan girlfriend before I moved there), so with many
friends, stories, histories and memories there and a great love for the culture, I really appreciated
this e-book. I definitely recognized some of the regional vocabulary words/sayings in there, and I
even learned plenty of new ones! I could think of a few that were not mentioned, but hey, 200 or
so entries is pretty darn good and it's hard to find anything about Nicaraguan Spanish, let alone
this great book chock full of Nicaraguan idioms! I also like Jamison's witty commentaries filled
with humor and profound insight as he remarks on the meanings of these words and sayings.
This is my "Bible of Nicaraguan Spanish" - not bad for having been written by a gringo! Five
stars, all the way!”

Fanta, “Loved it!. I purchased this as a gift for my son. I was born in Nicaragua and had so much
fun reading this little book. It describes us so well! I did not realize all the funny mannerisms and
things we say!! I want one for myself!!”

nicacarol, “Nicaragua Spanish. LOVE, LOVE.LOVED this book. During the 13 yrs. that I spent in
Nica. I had always thought that they needed a book of their 'dichos/palabras nicas'. This book is
exactly what I had in mind. It really is a must read if you are planning a trip to Nicaagua and
would like to understand 'their language'. For me it is helping me rem. the words that are
unique to Nica.  and it brings back many happy memory's every time I pick it up.”

Quilter, “A Must Have for Nicaragua!. My Nicaraguan friends give this book a thumbs up. The
words and expressions are spot on for what the locals speak.”

Aussie owner, “They enjoyed this on their trip. Purchased as a gift. They enjoyed this on their
trip.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great compact travel book. I love this book. I appreciate the fact that it's
not full of 100s of Nicaraguan expressions. It's a manageable amount of great expressions to
learn and incorporate into my daily language. And I love the choices the author made. Well
done!”

BEX, “Lots of common expressions exclusive to Nicaragua. Great book if you want to learn the
lingo of the locals. I inject some of the terms into my regular Spanish dialogue, and my
Nicaraguan amigos love it! They call me Nica Rebeca.”

Gate from Quebec, “Five Stars. Good investment. Reliable. must buy if you go to Nicaragua”



The book by Lee Jamison has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 34 people have provided feedback.
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